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Small gains in cost and productivity can lead to very positive impacts in industrial
manufacturing plants. These small gains are what maintenance and reliability professionals
seek to make their day-to-day routines less challenging. During the process of reviewing
options for delivering compressed air, in some cases, centrifugal compressors are
overlooked due to the initial capital investment. What many in the industry are unaware
of is that centrifugal compressors can pay back several times their initial capital costs
from maintenance and energy savings alone. Knowing and applying the overall benefits of
centrifugal compressors can be a successful method for reducing the overall plant costs
involved in supplying compressed air.

How is Centrifugal Technology Different?
Before investigating the benefits of centrifugal compressors (See Figure 1), it is important
to understand the technology behind the compressor.
Positive displacement (rotary and reciprocating) compressors work by displacing the
air, which then creates the pressure. Reciprocating compressors use a piston within a
cylinder to increase the pressure of the air by reducing volume, while screw compressors
use intermeshing screws that force air into a smaller and smaller space. The difference
in how the air pressure is created can be the key to the benefits of centrifugal over
Figure 1– Typical centrifugal compressor

other technologies.
Centrifugal, also referred to as a dynamic compressor, efficiently converts the energy
utilizing a series of stages to compress and cool the air as it continuously flows through
the unit. A centrifugal compressor imparts kinetic energy into the airstream by increasing
the velocity of the air using a rotating element and then converts this kinetic energy into
potential energy in the form of pressure. In between each stage of compression, the
air is cooled, and excess moisture is removed to further increase the efficiency and air
quality. This design results in the ability to produce large quantities of air efficiently in a
relatively small package. Due to the continuous flow through multiple stages, centrifugal
compressors are designed to thrive in higher capacities and are best suited for applications
above 200 total horsepower.

Can You Benefit From Oil-Free Air?
Centrifugal compressors, as well as some rotary screw compressors, can supply oil-free
air often referred to as Class 0 per ISO 8573-1:2010. It is important to understand that the
Class 0 designation is distinctly different from trace oil designations. Figure 2 presents the
classifications of oil-free air. Employing a Class 0 certified centrifugal compressor provides
numerous benefits to a manufacturing facility including an oil-free airstream and minimized
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Figure 2 – ISO 8573‐1 Oil
Concentration Table

airstream eliminates the risk of trace oil reaching the finished product or oil contamination
in equipment lines leading to higher maintenance and downtime. Producing an oil-free
airstream ensures the condensate that is generated by the compressor drain traps is not
subjected to the same local regulations as oil-contaminated condensate, allowing for easy
and low-cost disposal.
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Consumables
Regardless of the design, all air compressors rely on consumable products, such as
filters, separators, and oil, which need to be replaced on a regular basis. The amount of
consumable products vary greatly based on whether the compressor is an oil-flooded
or oil-free machine. Oil-free compressors do not require oil filters after the compressor
discharge since the oil is never injected into the air stream. There can be as many as
three or four post-compressor filters and an air/oil separator to maintain in an oil-flooded
air compressor. The cost of keeping the filters maintained to prevent pressure drops
and maximize efficiency for an oil-flooded machine would be non-existent in an oil-free
machine. If the oil filters reach capacity, downstream air dryers can become contaminated
resulting in further inefficiencies. Figure 3 shows a comparison of the compressed air
systems of an oil-free and oil-lubricated compressor after discharge.
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In addition to the filtration required to keep the air clean, there is the cost of oil itself. It is
recommended to change the oil every six to twelve months in an oil-lubricated compressor,
due to the oil becoming contaminated with debris from wearing parts and high-friction
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temperatures. Although centrifugal compressors still require oil to provide a frictionless
film in the bearing or other gearing, it only needs to be replaced every two to three years
since it is not subjected to the same wear and temperatures.

Figure 3 – Oil-lubricated and oil-free
compressor system comparison

Can You Benefit From Lower Maintenance Requirements?
Most oil-flooded compressors require components such as air and oil filters, to properly
maintain the machine and remove oil from the airstream. A direct impact on reducing
maintenance costs would be not having to monitor, repair or replace the numerous oil
filters, oil and oil-water separation systems commonly used with oil-flooded machines.
As mentioned previously, costs to replace these components on a regular basis are not
required in the operation of a centrifugal compressor providing less maintenance.
Since all positive displacement technologies rely on wearing parts, the airends must
eventually be retrofitted to repair the wearing parts. When operating oil-flooded machines,
maintenance repairs are typically required every five to ten years. If positive displacement
machines are offered as oil-free, the form of lubrication is often a coating, such as TeflonTM,
that is applied to the rotors. This coating can degrade over time affecting the efficiency of
the machine and can require repairs as much as every three to five years. These repairs can
be costly and often be as high as half of the original capital cost of the compressor.
Centrifugal compressors do not rely on wearing surfaces to create compression, operating
with a smooth and continuous motion reducing wear from contacting surfaces. The
reduction of normal wear leads to longer lasting bearings and other rotating components.
Some centrifugal compressor designs go a step further and offer a horizontally-split gear
case that allows full access to the gearbox in the field, eliminating the need to send the unit
for repairs and avoiding costly downtime. In many cases, centrifugal compressors have
remained in service up to 20+ years before overhauls are needed on the gearbox.

Can You Benefit From Better Energy Efficiency?
Centrifugal compressors can feature up to four stages in their design providing the highest
efficiency of any compressor design. As the number of stages increases the compression
ratio is lower, so a good rule of thumb is the more stages a unit has, the more efficient
it is. The smaller increments between stages result in a more efficient operation of the
compressor because less energy is required to obtain the same final air pressure. On
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average, centrifugal compressors are 5% more efficient than other types of compressors.
While 5% does not sound like much, 5% savings in efficiency can result in thousands of
dollars in cost savings.

Conclusions
If you are still unsure if you could benefit from centrifugal compressors, ask yourself
what will the impact to my business be if there is trace oil in the air system? Could you be
subjecting your business to warranty claims or quality recalls if your product is released
with oil contamination? What is the risk to your equipment if your compressed air is
delivered with oil in the air path? Have you accounted for all the costs of operating and
maintaining your compressors?
Although manufacturers that require over 200 to 250 total horsepower tend to realize the
largest savings by employing a centrifugal compressor, all industrial manufacturers should
consider the benefits of a centrifugal and how those benefits could help the company
achieve their objectives. Keep in mind when looking for a more reliable and cost-effective
alternative to your compressed air system, review the entire life cycle cost of a compressor
and not just the initial capital purchase.
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